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The GPS signal consists of several signals transmitted at the L1, L2, and L5 carrier frequencies. The signal at L1 = 1575.42 MHz and L2 = 1227.6 MHz consists of the civilian C/A code signals with pseudorandom sequences of length 1023 and chipping frequency of 1.023 MHz and the P(Y) code signals of length 1 week and chipping frequency of 10.23 MHz. The new L5 signal is QPSK-modulated, centered on 1176.45 MHz. Its two components have each a different spreading code at chipping frequency of 10.23 MHz. The in-phase component carries the navigation message, at 100 symbols per second (50 bits per second with a convolutional encoder) while the quadrature component, called the pilot channel, carries no message at all. Most GPS receivers, whether military or civilian, are designed in a way that the acquisition of the P(Y) code depends on the acquisition and tracking of the C/A code. Moreover, if the acquisition of the P(Y) code is lost, due to reasons that are explained in the paper, then the reacquisition of the P(Y) code will again depend on the acquisition and tracking of the C/A code. Therefore, for most commercially available receivers, the reliable acquisition and tracking of the C/A code is critical for the entire operation of a GPS receiver.

However, it is well-known the vulnerability of the GPS C/A code signal acquisition to unintentional interference or jamming. The main theme of this paper is the reexamination of the GPS C/A code signal acquisition and tracking under the situation of the unintentional interference or jamming. A variety of jamming signals are considered such as: periodic, deterministic; aperiodic, deterministic; and noisy type signals or non-deterministic.

However, the majority of vendors are still producing correlator type receivers. As shown by the simulation results of this paper and other previous publications a sliding correlator type of receiver used to acquire and track the C/A code or L5 code can be easily jammed by a similar C/A code replica or L5 code replica at power levels 10 dB or higher above noise power. GAMES, GILS, and GIANT are not the most economically viable solutions in the market to handle GPS protection of the civilian receivers. A maximum likelihood GPS receiver, which considers all the signals in the environment, can be used to acquire and track successfully the C/A and the L5 GPS signals when the jamming signal power are in the range or 10 dB or higher above the noise power. In summary, the direction of designing acquisition and tracking receivers for future C/A/L1 code or L5 GPS signals should go towards joint signal acquisition and tracking. There are three main challenges with these types of receivers: algorithm complexity, computational
power, and test with real data. All these remain to be studied and analyzes further in the future. I think it is going to be a breakthrough in the state of the art of GPS receivers when these algorithms are ultimately implemented and a lot more work is required to arrive at that point which some of it is going to be published in future publications.

Index Terms—GPS, L1, L2, L5, C/A code, P(Y) code, signal acquisition, signal tracking, unintentional interference, jamming, non-deterministic.

1 Introduction

In the last decade the GNSS community is heavily involved in the analysis, design, development, and implementation of GPS systems that operate at the $L_5 = 1176.45$ MHz frequency [1]-[11].

There are several advantages of the new GPS signal. It has stronger power compared to the civilian signals transmitted at the $L_1 = 1575.42$ MHz and $L_2 = 1227.6$ MHz [2]. Unlike the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation scheme used for the civilian signals transmitted at the $L_1$ and $L_2$, the modulation scheme used for the new $L_5$ signal is Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (or QPSK). The chipping frequency for the new signal is 10 times higher than chipping frequency used for the signals in the $L_1$ and $L_2$. It appears to offer better multipath and narrowband interference resistance [7]. For these reasons and other reasons reported in the literature the new signal is more suitable for a variety of civilian applications in addition to the $L_1$ and $L_2$ signals.

Acquisition algorithms, multipath mitigation performance receiver implementation issues, and software receiver approaches of the GPS $L_5$ signal are discussed in [3]-[9], [11].

Recently, two techniques are proposed as interference mitigation means for $L_5$ GPS receivers [5], [9]. This does not exclude all the interference mitigation techniques proposed for the GPS $L_1$ and the $L_2$ receivers.

First, Bastide et al [5] considers assessment of $L_5$ receiver performance in presence of interference using a realistic receiver simulator. According to Bastide et al [5] $L_5$ band is expected to face a strong interference environment mainly because of pulsed DME/TACAN signals. Moreover Bastide et al [5] has developed an $L_5$ signal generator and receiver simulator under Labview environment which enables to understand the tracking performance in normal conditions and different types of interferers. These types of interferers are: Continuous wave interference (CW); Frequency Modulation (FM) interference; DME/TACAN pulsed signals. More discussion about Bastide et al [5] is found further in the paper.

Second, Issler et al [10] propose a probabilistic approach of frequency diversity as interference mitigation means. According to Issler et al [10] frequency diversity is a means to mitigate jamming and interference. Moreover Issler et al [10] provide an elegant description of an aperiodic deterministic jammer; namely, a military radar.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the $L_5$ signal model is presented. Second, the $L_5$ signal acquisition and tracking are considered. Third, we propose three types of jamming signal: periodic, deterministic; a periodic, deterministic; and noisy type signals or non-deterministic. Fourth, we analyze the acquisition and tracking performance based on a MATLAB® simplified model under a noisy type jamming signal. Fifth, some conclusions about the effect of these types of jamming signals on the $L_5$ acquisition and tracking performance are presented.

As expected the noisy type of interference or nondeterministic signals will impose greater threat to the $L_5$ acquisition and tracking performance. Several kinks of diversities can be employed in order to mitigate these types of interference signals. These kinds of diversities would be for example code; frequency; antenna; and space. The first three kinds of diversities are currently well known and well understood in the community and implemented in the signal structure [15]-[25]. And to a large extent the GPS system is employing these kinds of diversities. However, the space diversity approach is still not well understood and therefore, it remains to be determined that that technique may offer some benefits to the community. Moreover, more sophisticated receiver acquisition and tracking algorithms must be developed and implemented one of which is discussed in our previous papers [14].

2 $L_5$ Signal Model and Transmitter Design

A block diagram of the GPS $L_5$ signal, $s_k(\omega_k, t)$, is depicted in Fig.1(a). As shown in Fig.1(a) the modulation used for the $L_5$ signal is QPSK; hence, there are two orthogonal carrier components: the in-phase (1) component, $\cos(\theta_k)$, and the
where \( \theta_k = \omega_k t + \phi_k \) is the total carrier phase and \( \omega_{L5} = 2\pi f_{L5} \text{ (rad/sec)} \), \( f_{L5} = 1176.45 \text{ MHz} \) is the GPS L5 signal frequency, and \( \phi_k \) is the oscillator phase offset.

Two separate bit trains, namely the \( w_{ik} \) and \( w_{qk} \) sequences, are BPSK modulated with each carrier component respectively. This is accomplished first by converting digital sequences \( w_{ik} \) and \( w_{qk} \) into analog signals \( s_{ik}(t) \) and \( s_{qk}(t) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{S}_{ik}(t) &= w_{ik}h(t - mT_c) \\
\mathcal{S}_{qk}(t) &= w_{qk}h(t - mT_c)
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( h(t) \) is a raised cosine filter and second, the GPS L5 signal, \( s_k(\omega_k t) \), is given by

\[
\mathcal{S}_k(\omega_k t) = G\left[ s_{ik}(t)\cos(\theta_k) + s_{qk}(t)\sin(\theta_k) \right]
\]

where \( G = \sqrt{2E_c} \) is the amplifier gain of the carrier and \( E_c \) is the energy per symbol.

The \( w_{ik} \) and \( w_{qk} \) sequences are obtained by modulo 2 add of a constant binary sequence, \( q = \{00,01,11,10\} \), which modulates the phase of the \( I \) and \( Q \) digital component sequences \( z_{ik} \) and \( z_{qk} \), respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{W}_{ik} &= z_{ik} \oplus q; \quad i = \{I,Q\}
\end{align*}
\]

The in-phase (I) digital component, \( z_{ik} \), is the modulo-2 sum of three bits: the \( I \) spreading sequence, \( a_{ik} = \{a_{ikm}\} \), NAV data, \( d_{ik} = \{d_{ikm}\} \), and a 10-symbol Neuman-Hoffman sequence, \( b_{10k} = \{b_{10m}\} \), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

The quadrature (Q) digital component, \( z_{qk} \), consists of the modulo-2 sum of two bits the \( Q \) spreading sequence, \( a_{qk} = \{a_{qkm}\} \), and 10-symbol Neuman-Hoffman sequence, \( b_{20k} = \{b_{20m}\} \).

We can write the I and Q components in compact form as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{Z}_{ik} &= a_{ik} \oplus b_{ik} \oplus d_{ik}; \quad i = \{I,Q\}
\end{align*}
\]

Where

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{B}_{ik} \equiv b_{10k} &= \{b_{10m}\}; \quad \mathcal{B}_{qk} \equiv b_{20k} &= \{b_{20m}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\mathcal{D}_{qk} \equiv \emptyset; \quad \text{empty set or no data}
\]

The \( I \) and \( Q \) spreading sequences, \( a_{ik} = \{a_{ikm}\} \) and \( a_{qk} = \{a_{qkm}\} \), are generated at 10.23 Mcps and have a period of 10230 chips (or symbols) and so that one period lasts 1 ms based on two different maximum length sequences, \( x_a \) and \( x_{bk} \), as depicted in Fig. 1(c).

The first maximum length sequence, \( x_a \), is generated based on the primitive polynomial \( p_a = \{11011000000001\} \) and initial state all 1’s. The second maximum length sequence, \( x_{bk} \), is generated from the primitive polynomial, \( p_{bk} = \{1100111101110111\} \), and initial state \( k \). At the end of every 10230 symbols; i.e., every 1 ms, the \( x_a \) is reset to all 1’s and the \( x_{bk} \) to its initial state \( k \). The 37 selected \( I \) and \( Q \) spreading sequences, \( a_{ik} = \{a_{ikm}\} \) and \( a_{qk} = \{a_{qkm}\} \), are given in greater detail in [2].

The data sequence, \( d_{ik} = \{d_{ikm}\} \), is generated as follows. A 24-bit cyclic redundant code is added to every 267 bits of the GPS L5 NAV to form a 300 bits data message frame generated at 50 bps. Then this message is convolutionally encoded with a rate \( \frac{3}{5} \), constraint length 7 code resulting in a 100 sps symbol stream as shown in Fig. 1(d). Each symbol is synchronized with the synchronization sequence that is a 10-symbol Neuman-Hoffman sequence, \( b_{10} = \{b_{10m}\} \), clocked at the 1 ms \( I \) spreading sequence and it is reset every 10 ms. Since the I digital component carries data it is called the data channel in contrast to the Q component which is called the pilot (or dataless) component. The synchronization sequence, \( b_{20} = \{b_{20m}\} \), is a 20-symbol Neuman-Hoffman sequence clocked at the 1 ms \( Q \) spreading sequence period and it is reset every 20 ms as depicted in Fig. 1(a).

Here we conclude the discussion of the L5 GPS signal structure, architecture, and design and take a look at the L5 GPS receiver signal model.

### 3 L5 GPS Receiver Signal Model

Since for most of the state of the art GPS receivers process the received signal at the IF frequency (typically at 160 MHz); therefore, we will start with an expression of the L5 GPS signal at the IF frequency. Consider K GPS satellites in the sky. The received signal, \( x(n) \), at discrete time index, \( n \), is given by

\[
x(n) = x_i(n) + x_Q(n) + \varepsilon(n) \tag{8}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
x_i(n) &= \sum_{k=1}^{K} s_{ik}(t_k)c_{ik}; \quad i = \{I,Q\} \\
s_{ik}(t_k) &= a_{ik}(t_k)d_{ik}([t_k]D)h(t_k); \quad i = \{I,Q\} \\
d_{ik}([t_k]D) &= d_k([t_k]D); \quad d_{qk}([t_k]D) = 1 \\
b_i(t_k) &\equiv b_{10}(t_k); \quad b_q(t_k) \equiv b_{20}(t_k) \\
c_{ik} &= \cos(\theta_k); \quad c_{qk} = \sin(\theta_k) \\
\theta_k &= 2\pi f_k t_k \\
t_k &= nT_s - \tau_k \\
[t_k]D &= [t_k/D] 
\end{align*}
\]
(a) A block diagram of a GPS L₅ signal generator—taken and modified from [11].

(b) A block diagram of the QPSK modulator and antenna—taken and modified from [12].

(c) A block diagram of the GPS L₅ PRN sequence generator—taken and modified from [11].

(d) A block diagram of the \( r = \frac{1}{2}, n = 7, \) FEC sequence generator.

**FIGURE 1:** GPS L₅ transmitter main component block diagram.

**FIGURE 2:** GPS L₅ digital receiver main component block diagram.

\[
D = 20T
\]  

(17)

where \( \theta_i \) is the total phase and the explanation of the other components follows in order:

1. \( a_{1k}(t_k) \) and \( a_{Qk}(t_k) \) are the I and Q spreading codes at time \( t_k \), which for convenience we assume that they are periodic with time period, \( T \).
2. \( d_k(t_k) \) is the source symbol for satellite \( k \) and spread by the code \( a_{1k}(t_k) \) at symbol index \( [t_k]D \) (where \([z]\) denotes the greatest number less than or equal to \( z \)) and \( D \) is the period when a data bit transition occurs and for the GPS case it is equal to \( D \).
3. \( f_k \) is the IF frequency which includes also the Doppler frequency of the \( k \)th GPS satellite as observed from a GPS receiver and the index \( k \) changes from \( 1 \cdots k \). Without loss of generality assume that the initial phase (not shown...
in the equation) is 0.
4. $b_{10}(t_k)$ and $b_{20}(t_k)$ are respectively the respectively the 10 and 20 Newman Hofmann codes used on the data and pilot components at time $t_k$.
5. $T_s$ is the sampling period.
6. $\tau_k$ is the propagation delay between the $k$th GPS satellite and the GPS receiver under consideration.

A generic digital GPS L5 receiver channel is illustrated in Fig. 2. The digital IF signal $x(n)$ contains both the I and the Q components and residual Doppler frequency and channel noise. Initially the residual Doppler frequency is removed during the phase rotation phase. Next, the I and Q component of the baseband digital signal are first correlated with the early, prompt, and late replica of the I5 and Q5 sequences to determine the start of the GPS L5 PRN sequence; hence, the acquisition [11]. At the end of this process there will be 6 digital outputs for the I channel namely, I QE, I QP, I QL, and I IE, I IP, I IL and 6 digital outputs for the Q channel namely, QQE, QQP, QQL and QIE, QIP, QIL where the I and Q denote the channel index and the subscript index denote the PRN sequence replica. The six outputs of the first correlator are correlated with the NH10 sequence replica during a 10 ms period and the six outputs of the second correlator are correlated with the NH20 sequence replica during a 20 ms period. At the end of this process there are still going to be 12 correlation sums outputs: four early, four prompt, and four late. The four early and the four late correlation sum outputs are used code tracking whereas the four correlation prompt sums are used for acquisition, carrier tracking, and data demodulation.

3.1 L5 Signal Acquisition

The acquisition of the I5 and Q5 codes is very similar to the acquisition of the L1 C/A code. For this reason we can employ the full length correlation or partial length correlation; i.e., either the regular correlators or the narrowband correlators. Because the I5 channel contains data the Q5 channel does not contain data then it is easier to acquire the Q5 code first.

Yung et al. [11] suggest that joint I5 and Q5 acquisition has the potential to yield better performance in low SNRs; therefore, a joint L5 receiver has to potential to work indoors. But by the same token at low SNRs an L5 receiver would be more vulnerable to interference and jamming. Also by the same token for the same SNR the joint I5 and Q5 acquisition would provide better interference and jamming resistance.

3.2 L5 Signal Tracking

A generic GPS L5 receiver can acquire and track the L5 signal and demodulate the data messages at least in three different ways: use I5 only to perform both signal tracking and data demodulation; use Q5 to track the L5 signal and I5 to perform the data demodulation; and use both I5 and Q5 to track the L5 signal and I5 to demodulate the data.

Since both the acquisition and tracking of the L5 signal is based on the sliding correlator approach that means that a generic L5 receiver is vulnerable to unintentional interference and jamming; especially with the types of jammers reported in the literature [9], [13]. Further acquisition algorithm and tracking details of a generic GPS L5 FFT and/or correlator type receiver are reported in [11].

4 Jamming Signal Model

Several jamming signal models are considered in the paper. These signals are communications signals which can be generated easily by means of analog or digital communications. Bastide et al [5] proposes three kids of interference signals: CW; FM; DME\TACAN pulsed signals. Because there is a much larger set of interference signals than those proposed by Bastide et al [5] we propose to classify the jamming signals as: periodic, deterministic; aperiodic, deterministic; and noisy type signals or non-deterministic. This classification of jamming signals is much more general and is intended to provide a much broader set of jamming (or jammer) signals and at the same time to capture the essence of each group. However, we remind the reader that this approach is not the best approach to classify the jamming signals it is only a way that the authors intend to classify and represent the jamming signals.

4.1 Periodic deterministic jamming signals

A periodic deterministic signal consists of the following parameters: Jammer-to-Signal ratio, JS; frequency offset, $f_{\text{off}}$, with respect to the L5; period, T; modulation type, MT; signal bandwidth, W.

There are several examples of periodic deterministic signals: CW signal; Amplitude modulated (AM) signal; FM signal; Phase Modulated (PM) signal; Pulse AM (PAM) signal; Pulse Position Modulated (PPM) signal; Pulse Width (or Duration) Modulated (PWM) signal; Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) signal.
4.2 Aperiodic deterministic jamming signals

An aperiodic deterministic signal consists of the following parameters: J/S, frequency offset, \( f_{\text{off}} \), with respect to the L5; and signal bandwidth, W.

There are two good examples of aperiodic deterministic jamming signals: (a) any periodic deterministic signal in which the frequency offset is an irrational number; (b) a generalized frequency hopping jammer.

The second type of aperiodic deterministic jammer is more interesting because it is used in military radars [10]. A generalized frequency hopping jammer consists of one or more pulses being transmitted at different frequency slots (or bins). In general, the switching sequence from slot to slot is an encrypted algorithm and the frequency range occupied by all the possible bins or slots is as wide as possible [10]. If we were to simplify the model and consider the switching sequence from slot to slot as an aperiodic sequence then we have an aperiodic deterministic jamming signal.

4.3 Noisy type or non-deterministic jamming signals

The noisy type or non-deterministic jamming signal consists of the following parameters: J/S; jamming signal bandwidth, W; autocorrelation function or power spectral density function.

These types of jammers are the most severe ones because they tend to copy the signal structure of one of the GPS signals and transmit the jamming signal at a higher power; and hence, jam the GPS signal [13]. According to Greton by implementing GAMES, GILS, GIANT, the question behind GPS reliability is a thing of the past [13].

First, implementing GAMES, GILS, GIANT is a very costly solution which for the purposes of everyday applications for the average user is out of question. Second, there is a large number of civilian GPS users that have no jamming protection at all. Therefore, all these users need some kind of protection. The maximum likelihood algorithm used for jointly estimating the GPS parameters presented in [14] which can be easily extend account for interference and jamming.

In the last few years, I and some of my colleagues have been working on a type of receiver which considers all the signals in the environment and then makes a decision about the signal detection based on a joint optimization function [14].

5 Simulation Results

First, it is not possible to consider all the jamming scenarios reported in the jamming signal section and a majority of these scenarios are reported in the literature anyway. However, the type of the jammer I would be most concerned with is the one which replicates any of the known C/A codes for the L1 signal or the PRN I5 or Q5 signals for the L5 code. These kinds of jammers can be easily built nowadays as suggested by [13].

However, the method of protection does not seem to be economically viable. Nevertheless, a GPS ML type of receiver which considers all the signals in the environment based on the model presented in [14] will almost always outperform a GPS CC type receiver.

5.1 L1 C/A code acquisition simulation

By treating all the GPS C/A code signals in the environment jointly, it is possible to greatly outperform the standard sliding correlator technique especially in situations where the GPS satellite signals are received with widely varying powers. For a simple numerical example, consider a simulated environment wherein four GPS satellites have been received at \(-25, -23, -20\) and \(10\) dB signal to white noise power (SWNR). The received environment is modeled at complex baseband assuming the reception of a 1 ms, 1023 chip Gold codes from 4 GPS satellites. For the purposes of this simulation the 4th GPS satellite is considered as a jamming signal. We have also assumed that a standard deviation on the GPS receiver clock error is half of the chipping period, \(T_c\).

The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the weakest signal, at \(-25\) dB is shown in Fig. 3(a) (top). The simple Cross-Correlator (CC) cannot detect the weakest signal at \(-25\) dB because the strongest signal at 10dB can jam the weakest signal. In contrast the ML estimator (or function), shown in Fig. 3(a) (bottom), can detect the weakest signal most of the time. Because the strong GPS satellite codes have been cancelled, the ML estimator can still pick up a clear peak at the correct delay most of the time.

The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the second weakest signal, at \(-23\) dB is shown in Fig. 3(b) (top). Because of the strongest signal 10 dB or 33 dB stronger than the second weakest signal it is not possible for the simple cross correlator to detect this signal. Contrast this with the multiple ML estimator shown in Fig. 3(b) (bottom). Because the strong GPS satellite codes have been cancelled, the ML estimator can still pick up a clear peak at the correct delay.
The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the second strongest signal, at $-20$ dB is shown in Fig. 3(c) (top). Because of the strongest signal at 20 dB stronger than the second strongest signal it is not possible for the simple cross correlator to always detect this signal. Contrast this with the multiple user ML estimator shown in Fig. 3(c) (bottom). For this case the estimator can always pick up a clear peak at the correct delay all the time.

The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the strongest signal, at 10 dB is shown in Fig. 3(d) (top). Because this signal dominates all the other signals it is possible for the simple cross correlator to always detect this signal. Similarly, the ML estimator, shown in Fig. 3(d) (bottom), can always pick up a clear peak at the correct delay all the time.

This simple example clearly illustrates that if we were to build a jammer with signal one of the satellites signals and broadcast at 10 dB level able the noise floor than all the GPS receivers which use a simple CC for acquisition will be jammed. If however we were to use a ML estimator than the receiver will be able to detect all the GPS signals in the environment.

### 5.2 $L_1$ C/A code acquisition Monte Carlo simulation

This same receiver’s scenario was run over 100 Monte Carlo trials while randomly varying the thermal noise, delay offsets gold sequence seeds. The standard moving CC achieved a median absolute delay estimation error of $\{300 278 2901 0.04\}$ microseconds and was never really able to detect the first weakest signal and rarely able to detect the second weakest
The ML estimator was successful in all 100 trials; however, it achieved a median absolute delay error of $[46.2\ 42.7\ 42\ 42.2]$ nanoseconds.

Figure 4(a) presents the CDF for estimated $\tau_1$ (i.e., the 1st GPS satellite) using the CC (top) and the ML estimator (bottom). As shown in Fig. 4(a) (top) if the CC is used then there is a probability of 100% that the error for estimating $\tau_1$ will be from $-900$ to $900$ microseconds. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4(a) (bottom), if the ML function is used then there is a probability of 98% that the error for estimating $\tau_1$ will be from $-80$ to $0$ nanoseconds.

Figure 4(b) presents the CDF for estimated $\tau_2$ (i.e., the 2nd GPS satellite) using the CC (top) and the ML estimator (bottom). As shown in Fig. 4(b) if the CC is used then there is a probability of 99% that the error for estimating $\tau_2$ will be from $-900$ to $750$ microseconds. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4(b) (bottom), if the ML function is used then there is a probability of 99.5% that the error for estimating $\tau_2$ will be from $-115$ to $80$ nanoseconds.

Figure 4(c) presents the CDF for estimated $\tau_3$ (i.e., the 3rd GPS satellite) using the CC (top) and the ML estimator (bottom). As shown in Fig. 4(c) (top), if the CC is used then there is a probability of 99% that the error for estimating $\tau_3$ will be from $-900$ to $830$ microseconds. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4(c) (bottom), if the ML function is used then there is a 100% probability that both estimators achieve an error for estimating $\tau_3$ of $-85$ to $10$ nanoseconds.
(a) The estimated and true $\tau_1$ using the CC (top) and ML function (bottom).

(b) The estimated and true $\tau_2$ using the CC (top) and ML function (bottom).

(c) The estimated and true $\tau_3$ using the CC (top) and ML function (bottom).

(d) The estimated and true $\tau_4$ using the CC (top) and ML function (bottom).

**FIGURE 5:** The cdf and pdf of a Lognormal, Rician, and Rayleigh fading channel for $\mu_a = 0.6$ and $\sigma_a = 0.0626$.

Figure 4(d) presents the CDF for estimated $\tau_4$ (i.e., the 4th GPS satellite (which acts as a jamming signal) using the CC (top) and the ML estimator (bottom). There is a 100% probability that both estimators achieve an error for estimating $\tau_4$ of $-85$ to 5 nanoseconds.

As indicated by the simulation results, the ML estimator is always superior to the standard CC. Therefore, we propose the maximum likelihood GPS receiver as a novel and optimum approach to process GPS signals.

### 5.3 L5 PRN code acquisition simulation

By treating all the L5 GPS signals in the environment jointly, it is possible to greatly outperform the standard sliding correlator technique especially in situations where the L5 GPS satellite signals are received with widely varying powers. For a simple numerical example, consider a simulated environment wherein four satellites have been received at $-25$, $-23$, $-20$ and 10 dB SWNR. The received environment is modeled at complex baseband assuming the reception of a 1 ms, 10230 chip Gold codes from 4 L5 GPS satellites. For the purposes of this simulation the 4th L5 GPS satellite is considered as a jamming signal. We have also assumed that a standard deviation on the GPS receiver clock error is half of the chipping period, $T_c$.

The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the weakest signal, at $-25$ dB is shown in Fig. 5(a) (top). The simple CC cannot detect the weakest signal at $-25$ dB because the strongest signal at 10dB can jam the weakest signal. In contrast the ML estimator (or function), shown in Fig. 5(a)
(bottom), can detect the weakest signal most of the time. Because the strong L5 GPS satellite codes have been cancelled, the ML estimator can still pick up a clear peak at the correct delay most of the time.

The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the weakest signal, at −23 dB is shown in Fig. 5(b) (top). The simple CC cannot detect the weakest signal at −23 dB because the strongest signal at 10dB can jam the weakest signal. In contrast the ML estimator (or function), shown in Fig. 5(b) (bottom), can detect the weakest signal most of the time. Because the strong L5 GPS satellite codes have been cancelled, the ML estimator can still pick up a clear peak at the correct delay most of the time.

The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the second strongest signal, at −20 dB is shown in Fig. 5(c) (top). Because of the strongest signal at 20 dB stronger than the second strongest signal it is not possible for the simple cross correlator to always detect this L5 GPS signal. Contrast this with the multiple user ML estimator shown in Fig. 5(c) (bottom). For this case the estimator can always pick up a clear peak at the correct delay all the time.

The normalized cross correlation coefficient for the strongest signal, at 10 dB is shown in Fig. 5(d) (top). Because this signal dominates all the other signals it is possible for the simple cross correlator to always detect this L5 GPS signal. Similarly, the ML estimator, shown in Fig. 5(d) (bottom), can always pick up a clear peak at the correct delay all the time.

This simple example clearly illustrates that if we were to build a jammer with signal one of the satellite signals and broadcast at 10 dB level above the noise floor than all the GPS receivers which use a simple CC for acquisition will be jammed. If however we were to use a ML estimator than the receiver will be able to detect all the GPS signals in the environment.

Due to the immense amount of time required to run these simulations we have not provided the Monte-Carlo simulation data for the L5 GPS signal.

The chipping frequency for the new signal is 10 times higher than chipping frequency used for the signals in the L1 and L2. It appears to offer better multipath and narrowband interference resistance [7]. For these reasons and other reasons reported in the literature the new L5 GPS signal is more suitable for a variety of civilian applications in addition to the L1 and L2 signals.

However, the majority of vendors are still using correlator type receivers. As shown by the simulation results of this paper and other previous publications a sliding correlator type of receiver used to acquire and track the C/A code or L5 code can be easily jammed by a similar C/A code replica or L5 code replica at power levels 10 dB or higher above noise power. GAMES, GILS, and GIANT are not the most economically viable solutions in the market to handle GPS protection of the civilian receivers.

A maximum likelihood GPS receiver which considers all the signals in the environment can be used to acquire and track successfully the C/A and the L5 GPS signals when the jamming signal power are in the range or 10dB or higher above the noise power.

In summary, the direction of designing acquisition and tracking receivers for future C/A L1 code or L5 GPS signals should go towards joint signal acquisition and tracking. There are three main challenges with these types of receivers: algorithm complexity, computational power, and test with real data. All these remain to be studied and analyzes further in the future. I think it is going to be a breakthrough in the state of the art of GPS receivers when these algorithms are ultimately implemented and a lot more work is required to arrive at that point which some of it is going to be published in future publications.
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8 References


Signal structure is the arrangement of and relations between the parts or elements of the signal.

Signal design is the plan or drawing produced to show the look and function or workings of the signal structure before it is produced and transmitted from the satellite or transmitter.

In this paper we offer a significant improvement on the notation of the received signal in contrast to [1].
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